This paper proposes an iterative parallel genetic algorithm with biased initial population to solve large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. The proposed scheme employs a master-slave collaboration in which the master node manages searched space of slave nodes and assigns seeds to generate initial population to slaves for their restarting of evolution process. Our approach allows us as widely as possible to search by all the slave nodes in the beginning period of the searching and then focused searching by multiple slaves on a certain spaces that seems to include good quality solutions. Computer experiment shows the effectiveness of our proposed scheme. key words: genetic algorithm, parallel genetic algorithm, biased initial population, master-slave collaboration
Introduction
Massively parallel computers and distributed computing environment are focused as a platform to solve large-scale combinatorial optimization problems, which are used to formulate many analysis problems specially in computational biology [1] , [2] . The evolutionary computing is also said one of the promising schemes for the problems since it can be applied to complicated ones of the problems and it is suitable for parallel and distributed computation because of its including natural parallelism. Parallel genetic algorithms (GAs) can be roughly classified into two groups: Centralized parallel GAs and distributed ones. In the centralized ones, multiple processors perform the evolutionary computation on a single chromosome pool [3] . On the contrary, in the distributed ones each processor has its own chromosome set on which it performs genetic operations. Moreover, there exist two models for the distributed ones: One is called "migration model" where computing nodes exchange chromosomes with others at a certain timing [4] - [7] , the other "isolated model" where no migration takes place [8] .
For the massively parallel computing environment like PC-clusters and network-connected computers in a distributed environment, the distributed case is much more fitted than the centralized case when we take the communica- † † The author is with Marine System Associates, Urasoe-shi, 901-2560 Japan.
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a) E-mail: morikazu@ie.u-ryukyu.ac.jp DOI: 10.1093/ietfec/e88-a. 4 .923 tion overhead into account. Therefore we consider only the distributed case in this paper.
In traditional approaches of (distributed) parallel GAs, overlapping of searching spaces among multiple computing nodes can easily take place, that is, the same chromosomes (solution candidates) are evaluated many times. It means "duplicated processing" and lots of duplication lead to decreasing of the merit of parallel processing even though some duplications may contribute to efficient evolution in parallel GAs. This situation should become much more evident when the system becomes larger.
The chromosome diversity of the migration model is worse than the isolated model because the migration one exchanges elite chromosomes among nodes and they may occupy chromosome pools [7] . It means that the duplicated processing problem is more serious in the migration model than the problem in the isolated one. That is, even though the migration model can perform better than the isolated model but it is possible to lead to the duplicated processing problem especially when the number of computing nodes becomes large. This is one of the main reason why the scalability of the parallel GAs incorporating with the migration is not so good.
On the other hand, for large-scale combinatorial optimization problems, evolutionary optimization can easily converge at a local optimum because of their huge size of solution space. In this case, iterative execution is useful to obtain better solution in which each computing node restarts iteratively the evolutionary process from a new initial population when its evolution converges. However, the iterative execution of GAs can also lead to the duplicated processing problem.
The purpose of our research is to develop parallel GAs which relax the duplicated processing problem with good performance. In this paper we propose an iterative parallel GA with master-slave collaboration in which the master tries to control searching of slaves for efficient exploring. To do so, the master manages the searched space profiles of the slave nodes and utilizes them for the control. The control is not a direct way just specifies the starting points for searching of slaves. The starting points mean the initial population in the evolutionary computing. So, the master just controls the generation of initial chromosomes in the slaves. By controlling the generation, the proposed algorithms can search as widely as possible by all the slave nodes for beginning stage and then focused on some specific spaces that have In Sect. 2, we give the problem definition of the binary quadratic programming problem which is used to evaluate our proposed scheme, and explain a genetic local search for the problem. We propose the master-slave scheme in Sect. 3 and evaluate it by solving benchmark problems in Sect. 4. Finally, in Sect. 5 we conclude this paper by summarizing the results and showing future works.
Preliminaries

Binary Quadratic Programming Problems
In this paper we employ the binary quadratic programming problems to evaluate our proposed scheme. In the problem, given an n × n symmetric matrix, find x which maximizes the following function.
This problem is known as NP-hard [10] and there are many real application problems, for example, machine scheduling problems, traffic management problems, computer aided design, capital budgeting and financial problems, molecular structure problems, and so on.
Genetic Local Search
Since GAs perform probabilistically multiple points searching, they are good at wide area searching but does not function well local searching. Hence we apply a traditional local search algorithm to improve solutions at every generation. Such approaches are called genetic local search, hybrid genetic algorithms, or mimetic algorithms. This paper considers parallel processing of the genetic local search for the binary quadratic programming problem. A chromosome represents directly variable x, that is, a binary vector of length n. The one point crossover and one bit flipping mutation are used as genetic operations. The roulette selection with the elite strategy is applied to determine survival chromosomes for the next generation. At every generation, after the crossover and mutation, a local search algorithm to each chromosome is performed. Our proposed approach uses the local search algorithm proposed in [11] . In the algorithm, the neighborhood is defined as a set of points whose hamming distance from the current solution is one and redundant calculation is removed in the neighborhood evaluation. Because of the space limitation, we omit the detail description.
The following is the procedure of the genetic local search. 0: procedure GLS; 1: begin 2:
perform Local Search to each chromosome; 
Outline of the Proposed Scheme
The proposed scheme is an iterative parallel GA and incorporates with master-slave collaboration. The followings are outlines of the procedure for the slave and master in our iterative scheme:
0: procedure Iterative-GLS for slave; 1: begin 2: send the request to the master; 2:
receive a seed from the master; 3:
initialize a population based on the seed; 4:
while(termination condition does not hold) 5: begin 6: perform GLS; /* until its convergence*/ 7:
calculate the searched space profile; 8:
send the profile and the seed request; 9:
receive a seed from the master; 10:
initialize a population based on the seed; 11: end while; 12: end 0: procedure Iterative-GLS for Master; 1: begin 2:
while(termination condition does not hold) 3:
receive a searched space profile and 5:
a seed request from a slave; 6:
enter the profile to the profile list; 7:
generate a seed according to the strategy; 8:
send the seed to the slave; 9: end while; 10: end When the master receives the request from a slave, the master generates a seed according to a certain strategy and sends it to the slave. The slave node generates initial population based on the seed sent from the master. That is, the initial population is not uniformly distributed over the searching space as traditional GAs but biased in accordance with the seed. That is, the genetic local search of the slave node starts with the biased initial population.
At the convergence point, that is, the variety of the population is reduced enough for the evolution to stop, the slave node summarizes its current searching process as the searched space profile and sends it with the seed request to the master.
The master collects and manages the searched space profile sent from slave nodes. And the master generates seeds so that the evolutionary process of slaves can be efficiently performed. For example, generating much different seeds for slaves may reduce overlapped searching. On the other hand, this scheme can assign similar seeds to multiple slaves, it means that the multiple slaves start their evolution process with similar chromosome sets, that is, exploring from near searching space. This may be useful when the high potential spaces can be speculated. So the master manages the searched space profiles in the searched space profile list and refers to them to generate seeds. Figure 1 shows the interaction between the master and slave.
Searched Space Profiles
The searched space profile we use in this paper represents the sequence of the average values of all genes evaluated in the searching process. The gene value in the chromosome designed in Sect. 2.2 is zero or one. So, the average value is represented as real number ranging from zero to one. The score of a searched space profile is defined as the average value of the objective function for all the chromosomes appeared in the corresponding evolution process.
Let us denote the i-th chromosome at the k-th generation by x i (k) and its j-th gene by x i j (k). Then
The accumulation vector of gene value, G, is calculated as follows:
The searched space profile is defined as the vector whose each element shows the average value of the corresponding gene. That is,
where K is the number of generations at the convergence and m is the population size. Moreover, score S of G is calculated as follows:
where f (x i (k)) is the objective value of x i (k) and S all represents the total sum of the objective value of all the chromosomes, that is, S means the average value of the objective function of the search process. A slave node repeats genetic operations with the local search until it converges to a local optimum. Each slave computes G and S all during the evolution process and then, obtains P and S on converging and sends them with K to the master node. The master node manages searched space profiles sent from slaves and refers to them for determining seeds for slaves.
Even though we use the average gene-value vector as a searched space profile in this paper, of course, we have other choices. For example, the most accurate searched space profile must be the entire chromosome set evaluated in the searching process. However, the data-size of the searched space profile should become huge and lead to very expensive communication cost. Therefore, we represent the profile by the average gene-value vector, the smallest size of profile. Other profiles are also considerable and we will investigate them in future researches.
Generation of Initial Population
This section explains the relation between the seed sent from the master and the initial population. This paper considers the following three types of spaces for generation of the initial population.
• Unsearched space • Surrounding space of good quality solutions • Intermediate space between two searched spaces Even though PBIL(Population Based Incremental Learning) proposed in [14] is not a kind of evolutionary algorithms, it utilizes the idea of "Surrounding space of good quality solutions" for generating initial solutions. Moreover, in [15] the idea of "Unsearched Space" is used. Our paper employs and combines the three ideas to generate initial population.
Unsearched Space
The master assigns unsearched space for the initial population since it aims at increasing the variety of solution candidates. In the beginning, all the slaves had better try to search as widely as possible to reduce the duplicated evaluation of the same chromosomes since the variety of solutions increases.
Searched space profile P shows the average of gene values in the search, that is, this value means also the rate of 1 of the corresponding gene during the search. Therefore, the master calculates the average value among the searched space profiles of all slaves and for each element subtracts it from 1 to make the seed whose each element means the probability to generate value '1.' The master sends the seed with tag "Unsearched."
The slave node can generate an initial population based on the seed sent from the master in which the chromosome set should be biased to unsearched area so far.
Surrounding Space of Good Quality Solutions
The master assigns surrounding space of good quality solutions for the initial population of a slave. In this case, the master just chooses randomly one searched space profile in the top entries of the searched space profile list and sends it to the slave with tag "Surrounding."
The slave can generate an initial population whose elements are mainly distributed around the space corresponding to the seed when it receives the seed with "Surrounding."
Intermediate Space between Two Searched Spaces
We utilize a hypothesis "It is highly possible that there can be good quality spaces between two good solution spaces." Of course, this is just hypothesis but seems to be true from experience. The master chooses randomly one searched space profile from the top entries in the searched space profile list and sends it to the slave as a seed with tag "Intermediate." The slave generates its initial chromosomes biased to intermediate space between the space corresponding to the seed sent from the master and the latest space searched by itself.
Master's Strategy for Seed Assignments
In the previous subsection, we present three types of space assignments for generating initial population, (i) Unsearched, (ii) Surrounding space of good quality solutions, and (iii) Intermediate space between two searched spaces. Here we consider the master's strategy to make seeds. We can consider several types of strategies but basically we believe that we had better search as widely as possible during beginning stages (expanding variety) and then search some specific area by multiple slaves (focusing on high potential spaces). To implement this idea, our scheme sends seeds generated based only on (i) during beginning period and then use also (ii) and (iii). That is, in the experiment we assign seeds for (i) in the beginning of the search and then assign seeds for (i), (ii), and (iii) with the assignment rate 1:2:2.
Experimental Evaluation
We implemented our proposed scheme with C language and a message passing library, MPICH, on a Linux PC cluster [12] , [13] . Each node has 2 GHz Intel Xeon Dual processors and is connected to the others by way of a Fast-Ethernet switch.
We tested our scheme by solving ten instances of size 2500 of the binary quadratic programming problem downloaded from OR-library [9] . The following parameters are used through the experiment.
• The number of slaves = 4 • population size = 10 • crossover rate = 0.8 • mutation rate = 0.05
In this experiment, we assume that the converge point is the time when the number of different chromosomes is reduced into no more than 10% of the population size and the improvement of the best fitness has stopped for 30 generations.
We ran the proposed algorithm for ten instances. Table 1 shows the average final objective value for 20 times executions. "bqp2500-xx" denotes the name of instance in which "2500" represents the problem size and "xx" does the identifier of each instance. Column "Best known" shows the best known objective value and "no comm" the final objective value for the scheme without master-slave collaboration, that is, each slave restarts its evolution process with uniformly distributed chromosomes when it converges, while "comm" shows the results of the proposed scheme. Figure 2 depicts the difference from the best known solution for the both schemes. From the table and figure we can observe the efficiency of the proposed scheme. Figure 3 depicts the solution curves during the evolution. The vertical axis means the fitness value and the horizontal one computation time in seconds. "no comm" and "comm" represent the same as the above. The curves ex- plain that the traditional scheme (without collaboration) let its evolution speed drastically down after around 400 seconds while the proposed one's speed down is much more slow. We can guess it is because our scheme tries to reduce duplicated chromosome evaluation and then to find high potential space. That is, the strategic searching based on the master-slave collaboration seems to be efficient. In Sect. 3.3 we characterized seeds by three types of spaces, (i) Unsearched space, (ii) Surrounding space of good quality solutions, and (iii) Intermediate space between two searched spaces. In Fig. 3 "c-type1 ," "c-type2," and "ctype3" correspond to the searches with the strategy employing only (i), (ii), and (iii), respectively. From the results, we confirm that the strategy combining (i), (ii), and (iii) performed better than any others.
From the result for instance bqp2500-02, Fig. 4 , we obtained the same observation.
To investigate the influence of the biased initial population, we plot the distribution of the local optimum solutions obtained during the search in Figs. 5-9. The vertical axis represents the difference of the fitness value from the best known solution while the horizontal one does the hamming distance from the best known one. Each one point corresponds to a local optimum solution. Figures 5, 6 , and 7 show the distributions when we employ the strategy using only (i), only (ii), only (iii), respectively. We can observe the followings in the figures:
• Figure 5 includes much more different points than
Figs. 6 and 7. Therefore, many local optimum solutions can be obtained when we employ only (i).
• Good quality solutions are obtained but not so good variety when we use only (ii) (Fig. 6) . The same situation takes place when we apply only (iii) (Fig. 7) . Figure 8 shows the distribution when we use the master's strategy explained in Sect. 3.4. This distribution shows that
• our proposed method can obtain good variety and good quality in the searching. Figure 9 depicts the distribution of the isolated model, that is, no collaboration. These results explain that our proposed method is very effective even though it is quite simple in which the master just controls generation of the initial population. The proposed method can overcome demerits of the isolated model and the migration one. In the isolated model, there is no collaboration among computing nodes but in our model, by way of the master, collaboration takes place for efficient evolution while the chromosome variety can be kept more than the isolated model. In the migration model, the diversity may be reduced but in our model it can be kept by the master's management of searching space.
The proposed method is an iterative version of the isolated model [8] attached with the master-slave collaboration. However, it is possible to employ the migration model performed in a computing node of our proposed method. That is, a computing node can be a PC-cluster which performs the parallel GA with the migration.
Concluding Remarks
This paper proposed iterative parallel and distributed GAs based on biased initial population to solve large-scale combinatorial optimization problems. In the proposed scheme the slave iterates its evolution process by restarting from the initial chromosomes when it converges, and the master manages the searched space profiles sent from slaves and sends seeds that are used for initial chromosome generation by slaves. By the master's strategic assignment of seeds, slaves can search efficiently the solution space. The experimental evaluation shows the effectiveness of the proposed scheme even though it is quite simple in which the master just controls generation of the initial population. This simple approach could be applied when the parallel platform becomes large.
As our future works, we need more detail evaluation by using other target problem and consideration of the master's strategy of seed assignments. We are also preparing to extend the proposed scheme to grid computing environment.
